The enduring strength and beauty of simplicity

Quad
Bathroom Fixtures
Quad Faucets

F16001 – CP $265 BN $329
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F16002 – CP $399 BN $479
Single Lever Lavatory Tap with 6” Extension
Includes pop-up FA725

F16006 – CP $359 BN $439
Dual Handle Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F1612T – CP $449 BN $529
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set*
*Requires Single Lever Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in without Diverter: F20029 – $259

F1613T – CP $549 BN $659
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set with Hand Shower*
*Requires Single Lever Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter: F20038 – $299

F16008T – CP $269 BN $339
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim*
Dual purpose: use as wall mount tub filler when flow straightener is used in lieu of aerator. F16008T-s with streamer.

F84R – CP $289 SS $349
Quad Series Kitchen Faucet

FP8001293
CP $10 BN $12
4” cover plate

Also available:
FA725B
CP $39 BN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

FA725C
CP $39 BN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

**F1641T** – CP $529 BN $549
Quad Shower with Handheld Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: $190

**F1640T** – CP $469 BN $488
Quad Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: $190

**F1651T** – CP $329 BN $429
Quad Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: $160

**F164T** – CP $419 BN $529
Quad Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: $190

**F1620T** – CP $249 BN $299
Quad Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: $190

**F1621T** – CP $159 BN $219
Quad Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: $160
Options

Handheld Accessories

- **FP6001050 8" Brass**
  - CP $179 BN $210
  - 6" ABS CP $69 BN $85
  - Square Rain Shower Head

- **FP6002050 8" Brass**
  - CP $199 BN $220
  - 6" ABS CP $69 BN $85
  - Round Rain Shower Head

- **FP20100**
  - CP $329 BN $35
  - 5-Function ABS Shower Head

- **FP40120**
  - CP $369 BN $388
  - 3-Function ABS Shower Wand

- **FP6002048**
  - CP $499 BN $559
  - Brass Shower Wand - Square

- **FP6001048**
  - CP $399 BN $449
  - Brass Shower Wand - Round

Tub Fillers

- **FP6005634**
  - CP $119 BN $143
  - 72" Flex Hose

- **FP6006034**
  - CP $159 BN $186
  - Tub Spout Set with Streamer

- **FP6058034**
  - CP $180 BN $206
  - 8" Tub Spout

- **FP6057034**
  - CP $175 BN $190
  - 8" Tub Spout

Shower Arms

- **FP6002047**
  - CP $259 BN $271
  - Handheld Shower Wall Outlet

- **FP6001047**
  - CP $269 BN $283
  - Hand-held Shower Wall Outlet

- **FP40300**
  - CP $34 BN $42
  - Tilting Handheld Shower Holder

- **FP6001010**
  - CP $24 BN $29
  - Fixed Handheld Shower Holder

- **FP6001004**
  - CP $34 BN $43
  - 72" Flex Hose

- **FP1060008**
  - CP $44 BN $49
  - 8" Shower Arm

- **FP6017008**
  - CP $54 BN $55
  - 8" Shower Arm

- **FP6013008**
  - CP $55 BN $55
  - 20" Round Rain Shower Arm

- **FP6012009**
  - CP $100 BN $120
  - 20" Square Rain Shower Arm

- **FP6001908**
  - CP $47 BN $50
  - 12" Ceiling Shower Arm

- **FP6001008**
  - CP $49 BN $52
  - 12" Ceiling Shower Arm

Slide Rails

- **FP101**
  - CP $59 BN $62
  - Slide Rail

- **FP105**
  - CP $69 BN $72
  - Slide Rail

- **FP106**
  - CP $149 BN $166
  - Plated Brass Slide Rail

Cover Plate & Valves

- **F1001B**
  - CP $60
  - Rough-in PB Valve without Diverter

- **F1000B**
  - CP $90
  - Rough-in PB Valve with Diverter

- **F3000B**
  - CP $170
  - Rough-in PB Valve with Diverter

- **FP3010032**
  - CP $215
  - Trim for In-Wall Valve without Diverter

- **FP3010033**
  - CP $175
  - Trim for In-Wall Valve with Diverter

- **F200208**
  - CP $259
  - Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter*

- **F200308**
  - CP $299
  - Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter*

- **FP8002001-384**
  - CP $86 BN $99
  - 1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve

- **F-EXTVC**
  - CP $71
  - 1" Cartridge Extension Kit for PB Valve

*Must be purchased in conjunction with Tub Filler Trim Kits

*6" Ceiling Shower Arm with Round (FP6018008) or Square (FP6020008) Escutcheon CP $35 BN $42
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